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Did you know that Injury
prevention programs are in fact

performance enhancing
programs?

 
Not only do they reduce the risk of serious injury and other lower limb injuries
such as sprains & strains, they also improve physical performance by increasing
the players athletic ability. With the increase of ability comes an increase in
performance, hosting a range of benefits including improved sprint times, agility
and power exertion (run/jump/land/change direction).
 
Imagine doing 15 minutes of activity before training and games that took
your performance and teams results to the next level! Crazy right? Read
on.. 
 
The fact that these programs decrease the injury risk, means that you are more
likely to participate in training sessions and be able to play more games =
increase in performance. 
 
Your TEAM is also more likely to PERFORM better because there is greater
team cohesion due to more time together on the training park, resulting in
greater opportunity to get results due to correct preparation and participation. 
 
You might be asking, well how? 
So we have made this super easy to follow, constructing this e-book in 5 simple
steps to ensure we take all of the guess work out of programming for you. We
achieve some of the best injury statistics in Victoria by following these exact
steps. They have been constructed over many years of trial and error, ensuring
we deliver results. 
 

"SO YOU'RE TELLING ME I CAN REDUCE INJURIES AND
IMPROVE MY PERFORMANCE AT THE SAME TIME?"
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CHAPTER 01

How we start the session, better known as the ‘warm up'
determines not only our performance but also our level

of preparedness. 

 

An athlete's level of preparedness is a direct result on the risk

of injury. For example, if you are not prepared or warmed up

correctly, you will be at greater risk than the player who

follows our 4 main focus points below:

Start the way you finish

SELF MYOFASCIAL RELEASE

SMFR is the fancy term for ‘foam

rolling’. By rolling/releasing you're

improving your bodies muscle

tissue quality, increasing blood

flow, muscle temperature and

reducing tightness or tension.

Aim to release tight muscles

until pain dissipates or a

thorough 30 sec- 1 min roll on

each muscle. 

MOBILITY SEQUENCE 

Mobility sequences entail a

range of progressive movements

around a joint. We focus on

improving range of motion

around tight or restricted areas

or high risk/injury prone areas

before the session starts to allow

for unrestricted movements as

part of our preparation. 

ACTIVATION SEQUENCE

By activating specific muscles

we can further protect and

prepare them to the training

load or intensity that comes

next. A great injury prevention

mechanism to have in place

before your dynamic or specific

movements. 

“FAIL TO PREPARE, PREPARE TO FAIL"
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DYNAMIC ACTIVITIES

Spending 3 - 5 minutes

progressing movement to

further increase core and muscle

temperature on top of the other

3 points, is the icing on the cake.

Focusing on lengthening specific

muscles and increasing range of

movement as well as intensity as

the duration continues. 
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Our tips to

significantly

reduce risk of

injury!

Keep reading! 



What if I told you that poor recovery was the biggest contributor to

Injury? That if we do not have an adequate recovery system in place,

you're jeopardising all of the hard work you put into your trainings

and games? We include a few different strategies around our recovery

but focus on the main 3 points below. 

NUTRITION

Sleep is the MOST underated form of recovery, and completely free!

One thing we guarantee you do not get enough of. And you might

turn around and say “I sleep for ages”, but it is the sleep quality, not

the quantity we are talking about for true recovery and optimum

performance. 

We recomend getting no less than 8hrs per night. Some tips around

improving your sleep quality are to limit screen time/phone time

before bed, supplement with magnesium spray/tablets/powders,

meditate or controlled breathing techniques before bed to allow

complete rest and restore. 

SLEEP

Food is fuel. Both for energy, and for recovery (refuelling). Let's look at

the Ferrari analogy, you have a high performance vehicle right?

Assuming you put high performance/race fuel into the car? Service it

after every drive, wash, manage, clean and look after it vigilantly? 

Your body is a complex and high performance machine, what we eat

is our fuel, this fuel allows us to perform and to recover. 

Strategy around Nutrition includes the focus on are ensuring enough

protein is obtained and placing carbohydrates around work outs or

trainings for energy and to refuel muscle glycogen for recovery. 

HYDRATION

Another great form of recovery that is often overlooked. Something so

simple as ensuring we are properly hydrated can be an absolute

game changer. We recommend increasing fluid intake 24 hours before

training or games, often supplementing with coconut water or sports

drinks for added increase of electrolytes.  This is something we advise

in preparation firstly, but then ensuring enough fluid has been

obtained during and post session also.
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CHAPTER 02
Recovery is key 

“NAIL THE BASICS FIRST, DETAIL THE DETAILS LATER"
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Think about what happens when you're injured? 

Can't train, performance and fitness drops off, have to spend time &

money rehabilitating, re training skill set & fitness, working your way

back into the team, spending x amount of games finding your form,

and then statistically placing yourself at higher risk of re injury! 

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN A CURE! WHY WAIT FOR AN INJURY? 

SAVE TIME, HASSLE & MONEY

"AN INJURY IS NOT JUST A PROCESS OF RECOVERY,
 IT IS A PROCESS OF DISCOVERY" 

MAXIMISE YOUR MOVEMENT EFFICIENCY 
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CHAPTER 03
Better Than A Cure

Especially when they can be reduced by training smarter? If the

correct programming is in place as our title to the this e-book

entails, your "injury prevention" program actually becomes a

performance enhancing program! If structured correctly we not only

decrease risk of common injuries, but we enhance both individual

and team performance. 

By adding in these types of programs, 15 minutes before every

training session and game, you are in fact improving your bodies

ability to perform. 

By creating a stronger, more robust foundation and improving

disfunction or restriction through movement and increasing range of

motion. 

 

By adding in what we label as a "body maintenance program" to your

15 minute pre session injury prevention aka performance enhancing

program you truly DECREASE your risk of injury. It is no secret in

knowing that we have a 98% injury free statistic across Victoria. 

 

Continue reading to find out how! 

CONOR MCGREGOR
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Unfortunately there are a number of reasons players continue to

become re injured! 

 

It can range from misdiagnosis, poor initial assessment, lack of

education expressed by the assessor or level of understanding the

client gains about the program activities & their injury. A major

component towards success rate of rehabilitation is whether or not

the client adheres to the program. 

ONE DIMENSIONAL APPROACH

It is great to help clients and treat

their symptoms, but if we are not

helping to educate, are we really

helping at all? We need to help

provide information around why

the injury has occurred, details

towards what is needed for

rehabilitation and why? Ensuring

the client understands the

process to limit the likely hood of

reocurrance. 

"CONSISTENCY IS KEY"

Complacency. 

Who has ever got results or

reached a goal, to then feel like

slowing down? 

The single most important thing

about rehab is to DO THE
WORK! Then continue along

with a prevention program to

ensure it doesn't happen again. 

DON'T STOP!

LACK OF EDUCATION

A lot of the time rehab plans and

treatment protocols only focus on

the symptoms and that one

specific injured area. But why has

this injury occurred in the first

place? 9/10 times there are

underlying issues occurring which

has led to that injury.  A rehab

approach must address the

underlying causes which is usually

in an associated area of the body

e.g. ankle injuries are commonly a

result from a dysfunction/

weakness and tightness occuring

in the hips.
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CHAPTER 04
Why your current rehab

propgram doesn't work
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It is because most practitioners

or coaches only follow

the “bandaid approach’. 

Now what I mean by this, is that

they will assess the acute injury,

then only focus on treating the

acute or effected area. 

 

For example, treating a sprained

ankle, of course we firstly need

to reduce inflammation, begin

to mobilise the joint (add

movement), then put load or

strength through the muscles

and tendons for support. 

 

But what about assessing the

whole body, working out what is

the root cause of the injury?

Then preventing it from

happening again...? 

 

WHAT IF YOUR INJURY IS

CAUSED BY AN UNDERLYING

ISSUE.  BELOW OR ABOVE THE

CHAIN? 

SO WHAT CAN I DO THEN? 

Ask more questions

Get a proper full body

assessment (game
changer) the ultimate

SECRET to reduce the likely

hood or prevalence of your

pain, symptoms and injury

Ensure you are addressing

your weaknesses,

discrepancies, biomechanics

in all the important areas of

the body as a footballer.  

CHAPTER 05
Avoid The Bandaid Approach
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RE INJURED THE EXACT SAME

INJURY?? 

We see this too often in

the industry, where the (insert

practitioner or coach) will only

treat symptoms opposed to

finding the root cause!

In most of our clients, we find a

number of discrepancies in

either hips, feet or ankles. These

imbalances or weaknesses are

the hidden cause of the

continual pain, symptoms and

often injury.
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FIND US AT

DON'T ALLOW INJURY TO LIMIT YOUR POTENTIAL

AND CONTROL YOUR PERFORMANCE! 
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Tired of wondering if you can be doing

something different towards reducing your

pain/symptoms/injury?? 

 

We'll give you a call to discuss ways in which

we can help, ABSOLUTELY FREE!

CONTACT  

Jacob@oxidate.com.au

0402 378 164
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